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Objective

SQL Developer is responsible for both data entry and sql development. This includes gathering, 
manipulating, and cleaning data, developing and executing queries, writing stored procedures, 
and performing ad hoc query creation.&amp;nbsp;

Skills

Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, PL/SQL, Stored Procedures And Triggers, Data Warehousing Tools, 
MS Access.

Work Experience

Jr. Senior Sql Developer
United Health Group  June 2014 – 2020 
 Migrated DB2 database properties Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2.
 Included converts columns, definitions-data types, default values, NOT NULL constraints, 

identity properties using SQL Server Integration Services.
 Extracted data from DB2 tables capture all changes made underlying DB2 tables.
 Created incremental loading solution of DB2 tables into SQL Server Database using SSIS.
 Loaded tables from DB2 to SQL Server was performed every night across multiple systems.
 Designed and developed efficient SSIS packages for processing fact and dimension tables 

using transformations like Fuzzy lookup, lookup, merge, merge join, script component.
 Created systems for capturing error data in flat file using flat file destination, sending the 

error data in flat file attached to the corresponding mail ids using Sent Mail Task, and 
correcting error data.

Jr.Senior Sql Developer
Delta Corporation  2013 – 2014 
 Roles &amp; Responsibilities Integrated SQL Server 2008 R2 reporting services with MOSS 

(Microsoft Office Share Point Server) to automatically deliver reports to the Share Point portal.
 Defined relationship between tables and enforcing entity referential integrity.
 Involved in Performance Tuning of Code using execution plan and SQL profiler and added 

Indexes to improve performance on tables.
 Capturing error data in flat file using flat file destination, sending the error data in flat file 

attached to the corresponding mail ids using Sent Mail Task, and correcting error data.
 Designed and developed efficient SSIS packages for processing fact and dimension tables 

using transformations like Fuzzy lookup, lookup, merge, merge join, script component and 
Slowly changing dimension Configured Server for sending automatic mails to the respective 
people when a SSIS process failure or success.

 Extracted large volumes of data from various data sources and loaded the data into target 
data sources by performing different kinds of transformations using SQL Server Integration 
services (SSIS).

 Used Script task in SSIS to write custom code using Vb.net and C#.
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Education

Master Of Computer Application In Computer Application - (Sikkim Manipal University)
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